STUDENT DRAWINGS AND COMMENTS:
Boulder Journey Preschoolers
Dogs
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Item 6B - Wonderland Lake ISP
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tree
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- windows
- bed that looks like a tree.
STUDENT DRAWINGS AND COMMENTS:
Foothill Elementary 4th Graders
Sports
climbing
running/biking
hiking
building/construction
camping

movie theater to show/VR
water/nature reels
glass deck over lake

diorama
animal habitat mimicry
fish tank/bird cage
dinosaurs
tree house/playground
gift shop

Lego building environment
interactive buttons + education
arcade
flowers/plants
places to sit/eat
fire pit
education center
swing over lake

geography + science

most kids have been
to a nature center

"We are going to be the citizens"
- 4th grade boy

water features!

modern, clean
Contrasting materials
rustic, windows
traditional
American Flag
Big doors

porch
dishlike modernity

more outside, inside

can't be too large

organic shape for
nature center
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Item 6B - Wonderland Lake ISP
Movie theater showing movies about the bottom of the lake.

Outdoor seating area where people can eat lunch.

Dioramas of animals at the lake.
Item 6B - Wonderland Lake ISP

Use your senses: animal exhibit

animal sights

animal smells

Outdoors scavenger hunt

better running trails

sports

screen
I really like this idea.

VR animal experience
build and ride in your animal that you build

Pool/slide/diving board

Basketball court
a place to see under reach

the lake. So you could see under the water.

The lake

Water the impoline
WHAT ARE MY IDEAS FOR THE WONDERLAND LAKE NATURE CENTER?

Notes:

Spot A: Spot A will be a movie theater. Hub will improve and educate us on nature. It could show movies such as Chasing Ice, Chasing Coral, and even Colorado movies.

Spot B: Spot B would be a Thrume Experience Ride that would show you how you could hike through an ice, and Native American habitat. You could have Native American and stories.

Spot C: Spot C could be a trail where you could play games like Oregon Trail, and others that kids like. It goes in our history.

Spot D: Spot D could be a little spot with food served all over.

Spot E: Spot E could be a Native American child playground.

Spot F: Spot F could show plants that are popular in America with beautiful nature. The bikes could be old paintings.

Spot G: You could be in a forest up a hill, with beautiful nature and people.
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Item 6B - Wonderland Lake ISP

- Park
- Big Pool
- Animals
- Read
- Cafe
- Snack Bar
- Sports
- Hot Chocolate
Climbing walls all around. Sun roof that has a later so you can look at the sky on the roof. Birds can come into the Bird cage area. The Bird cage would be big. Animal wall paper be open so birds can fly around. Play areas of animal habitats that like you can go on a fake tree. Cany machinins. In the summer, drop a place to swim. Stairs up to a loft where you can relax. A big sliding door. Mini trapalens. Light fish tank petting. Zoo. Sports area. Water area. Fountain. Bean bags. Little cafe. Lounge area on the roof. Verticle reality of habitats and your the animal.
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